April Nights
Bob Olson  (2019)
Tune: April Waltz (AABB)  3/4
Recording: X5, Perpetual E-Motion

Longways DM
Count in beats (steps)
A1  (12)  1s long cast (come close) down one place, 2s leading up bars 3&4.
(12)  Full fig. 8, start 1s crossing down as new 2s (below) move up on outside.
A2  (12)  1s and original 2s (above) mirror back to back 2s split 1s
(12)  1s long cast back up to the top, 2s moving down bars 3&4.
B1  (6)  No-hands circle left 1/2 round more (2 places) [progressed improper]
(6)  Turn single left - into
(12)  L-shoulder gypsy partner once round
B2  (12)  1s cross up cast down (1/2 fig. 8) while 2s cast down and lead up
(12)  1s lead up cast down, while 2s cast down and cross up (1/2 fig. 8).